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                  आज का विचार (महात्मा गाांधी के मलू्यिान िचन) 

“अस्पशृ्यता तो तमाम सत्य की, धरम की  और प्रगतत की दशु्मन हें । इसे जरा भी सहारा देने में मेरा 
हाथ हो ही नहीां सकता” । 
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1. India’s growing middle class and federalism are likely to set the tone for economic 

policies: S&P 

Capital Market:  October 16, 2014 Last Updated at 16:27 IST  

 Scrapping of Planning Commission was a significant step in enhancing the autonomy of the states says S&P 

India's state governments are on the verge of gaining much more discretion in the use of transfers from the central 

government. Prime Minister Narendra Modi's scrapping of India's Planning Commission was a significant step in 

enhancing the autonomy of the states, said Standard & Poor's Ratings Services in a latest report.  

The report, titled "India: The Shape of Things to Come," said this shift of central policymaking to the states is one of 

two important trends in the country - the other being expansion of the middle class.  

Standard & Poor's credit analyst Joydeep Mukherji, said, "Fiscal decentralization should result in more competition 

between states in attracting investment and promoting growth, setting the stage for further economic reform and 

modernization. The government has reduced the number of centrally sponsored schemes and given states more 

flexibility in using the money in those schemes. Moreover, scrapping the Planning Commission also allows states 

to receive more federal transfers without strings attached, giving them scope to determine their own spending 

priorities."  

A bulging young lower-middle income group in large and small cities, with strong aspirations for upward mobility, 

has swelled the middle class in India. Poor GDP growth of recent years has made the middle class more favorable 

toward economic reforms, which they increasingly see as necessary for rapid economic expansion and their own 

continued prosperity.  

"The combination of growing federalism and a rising middle class sets the larger political context for the economic 

policies the government is likely to pursue in the next five years. We expect the government to seek to improve the 

administrative performance of the bureaucracy while pursuing gradual fiscal consolidation," Joydeep Mukherji said.  

Standard & Poor's affirmed its 'BBB-/A-3' long- and short-term sovereign credit ratings on India on Sept. 26, 2014, 

and revised the outlook to stable from negative. The outlook reflects our view that the newly elected government 

will be able to implement economic reforms that spur growth, which in turn improves fiscal performance.  

However, the Modi government is not likely to take dramatic steps to change economic policies. Joydeep Mukherji 

said, "Modi will seek to win as many state elections as possible, especially in the next two years, to gain seats in the 

upper house of parliament and ease the passage of legislation."  

"The Modi government has inherited several weaknesses that will constrain economic growth, at least in the next 

year or two," Joydeep Mukherji added.  

Inflation is likely to remain high, around 8% in 2014 and 7% in 2015, while the general government fiscal deficit is 

likely to exceed 7% of GDP in fiscal year 2015 (ending March 31, 2015) and remain above 6% in fiscal 2016.  



Joydeep Mukherji said, "We believe that India's economic performance will disappoint optimists through 2015 but 

will likely be better than the fears of pessimists over the long term". 

 



2. India: Growing Middle Class and Federalism to Help Shape Economic 

Policies, S&P Says 

  Boby Michael, International Business Times: October 16, 2014 11:40 BST 

 

India rupee bundlesReuters 

 

India's state governments are on the verge of gaining much more discretion in the use of transfers 

from the central government with the shift of central policymaking to the states and expansion of 

the middle class Standard & Poor's Ratings Services said on Thursday. 

Prime Minister Narendra Modi's scrapping of India's Planning Commission was a significant step 

in enhancing the autonomy of the states, S&P said. 

"Fiscal decentralisation should result in more competition between states in attracting investment 

and promoting growth, setting the stage for further economic reform and modernisation," said 

Joydeep Mukherji, a credit analyst at S&P. 

"The government has reduced the number of centrally sponsored schemes and given states more 

flexibility in using the money in those schemes. Moreover, scrapping the Planning Commission 

also allows states to receive more federal transfers without strings attached, giving them scope to 

determine their own spending priorities." 

http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/reporters/boby-michael


Aspirations of the middle class 

A bulging young lower-middle income group in large and small cities, with strong aspirations for 

upward mobility, has swelled the middle class in India, the rating agency said. 

Poor GDP growth of recent years has made the middle class more favourable toward economic 

reforms, which they increasingly see as necessary for rapid economic expansion and their own 

continued prosperity, S&P noted. 

"The combination of growing federalism and a rising middle class sets the larger political context 

for the economic policies the government is likely to pursue in the next five years. We expect the 

government to seek to improve the administrative performance of the bureaucracy while pursuing 

gradual fiscal consolidation," Mukherji said. 

Rating and reforms 

On 26 September, S&P upgraded its rating outlook for India to stable from negative while 

affirming its 'BBB-/A-3' rating, saying the newly elected government will be able to implement 

economic reforms that spur growth, which in turn improves fiscal performance. 

However, the Modi government will seek to win as many state elections as possible, especially in 

the next two years, to gain seats in the upper house of parliament and ease the passage of 

legislation, according to the rating agency. 

Moreover, the Modi government has inherited several weaknesses that will constrain economic 

growth, at least in the next year or two, S&P said. 

Inflation is likely to remain high, around 8% in 2014 and 7% in 2015, while the general 

government fiscal deficit is likely to exceed 7% of GDP in fiscal year ending March 2015 and 

remain above 6% in fiscal 2016. 

"We believe that India's economic performance will disappoint optimists through 2015 but will 

likely be better than the fears of pessimists over the long term," Mukherji said. 

 

  



3. Modi govt rejigs economic team 

    Business Standard: 17.10.2014 

 Mehrishi is economic affairs secretary; Swarup becomes OSD in the coal ministry; Mayaram transferred to the     

tourism ministry 

 The Narendra Modi government on Thursday took a slew of steps to restructure its economic ministries. Finance 

& Economic Affairs Secretary Arvind Mayaram was shifted to the tourism ministry, after exercises for the 2015-16 

Budget had begun. Rajasthan Chief Secretary Rajiv Mehrishi, handpicked by Chief Minister Vasundhara Raje, was 

made the new economic affairs secretary. And, in the department of economic affairs, US-based economist Arvind 

Subramanian was appointed to fill the long-vacant post of the government's chief economic advisor. 

 Subramanian taking charge on Thursday also put to rest the speculation that his appointment had hit hurdle with a 

Narendra Modi-led government taking charge at the Centre. 

In total, 20 bureaucrats - seven of them secretaries - were transferred by an order dated Wednesday. Among other 

transfers, Anil Swarup, heading the project monitoring group in the Cabinet Secretariat, was appointed officer on 

special duty in the coal ministry. He will take charge as secretary from November 1, after incumbent S K Srivastava 

retires. His appointment came at a time when the ministry is preparing implementation of the Supreme Court's 

decision on deallocation of coal blocks. 

 When a new government took over, speculations were rife that Mayaram and (the then) revenue secretary Rajiv 

Takru, considered close to the previous government, would be transferred from the finance ministry. Takru was 

replaced by Shaktikanta Das in June and posted to the department of the Northeast region, while Mayaram continued 

as finance secretary, contributing to many tasks, including the Budget presented by Finance Minister Arun Jaitley in 

July. 

The transfer of Mayaram (59) has come as a surprise to officials in the finance ministry. "He is taking it in his stride, 

unlike other bureaucrats who met the same fate in the past," said an official who spoke to the finance secretary after 

the reshuffle was announced. 

 Mayaram will replace Pervez Dewan as tourism secretary on November 1, when the latter retires. Mayaram will, 

however, chair a Foreign Investment Promotion Board meeting on October 21 that is expected to decide on raising 

foreign direct investment in HDFC Bank. He had on Wednesday issued a statement on oil prices and held meetings 

in the ministry. He had a hectic schedule on Thursday as well. He also went to Parliament for work, sources said. 

 Now, only two of the five secretaries in the finance ministry - Financial Services Secretary G S Sandhu and 

Expenditure Secretary Ratan Watal - linger from the previous regime. In September, Aradhana Johri was appointed 

the new disinvestment secretary. She took charge from October 1, when Ravi Mathur retired. 

 Mehrishi belongs to the same Rajasthan cadre and 1978 batch as Mayaram. Watal, also of the 1978 batch, belongs 

to the Andhra Pradesh cadre. One of the two is likely to become the finance secretary. The tradition is, if the two 



most senior bureaucrats in the ministry are of the same batch, their ranks in the Union Public Service Commission 

(UPSC) examination are taken into consideration. If that is maintained, Watal will become finance secretary. 

 Insiders said the Bharatiya Janata Party-led government might gradually transfer bureaucrats considered close to the 

previous regime, which might lead to a debate over fixed tenures for secretaries. Mayaram was brought back to the 

finance ministry by P Chidambaram in 2012 after he replaced Pranab Mukherjee as finance minister. Mayaram had 

earlier worked in the finance ministry, including in the infrastructure division. 

 Mehrishi was appointed chief secretary of Rajasthan after the BJP government came to power in the state last year. 

During his stint, the state initiated major labour reforms. Mehrishi was a joint secretary in the department of corporate 

affairs in the law ministry between 2001 and 2004. Between 2003 and 2004, Jaitley was law minister in the previous 

NDA government. 

 Of the Uttar Pradesh cadre, Swarup was instrumental in clearing stalled projects as head of the project monitoring 

group set up by the previous government to revive investments in key sectors. In other postings, Water Resources 

Secretary Alok Rawat has been posted to the department of administrative reforms. The water resources ministry is 

considered important by the BJP-led government because of its priority for cleaning the Ganga. Additional secretary 

in the department of personnel and training Bhaskar Khulbe was appointed additional secretary in the Prime 

Minister's Office in place of R Ramanujam, who retired. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



4. Key policy decisions by month-end 

Aditi Phadnis , Business Standard: 17.10.2014 

 Having proved himself as a 'rock star' abroad and a vote-getting machine at home, Prime Minister Narendra Modi 

is now going to do what people are telling him to do: Take policy decisions that cannot be put off any longer. 

 The first of these is a Cabinet reshuffle likely by the end of this month - after Diwali. A brace of decisions on 

economic policy, including diesel pricing, disinvestment and gas pricing, will follow personnel changes carried out 

on Thursday. 

 A top Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) source explained it was important to change the faces before changing policy. 

"Already people are saying that our government is doing what the previous government left undone. One way of 

clearing the air is to change the people who were identified with the previous government: Then the policy rollout 

will also have a stamp of novelty," he said. More changes in the department of banking and decisions on crucial 

appointments like the central vigilance commissioner and a new cabinet secretary are also likely. 

The contours of a Cabinet reshuffle have not even been discussed yet but the gaps are obvious. Expecting victory in 

Haryana and Maharashtra, the party will want to accommodate people from these two states. Rajasthan is grossly 

under-represented. 

The new interlocutor between the BJP and Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS), Krishna Gopal, is likely to take 

over on October 23. This will have its own impact on government-party relations. The role of MPs and the 

organisation in running the government is currently restricted. Gopal will address this skewed relationship. In the 

next few months, a new power dynamic in the BJP should be evident. 

The party is confident the setback of the by-elections, where the BJP lost significantly, will be irrelevant once the 

Haryana and Maharashtra results are out. The two men who finally decided to dump allies and go it alone in the state 

polls - Narendra Modi and Amit Shah - are likely to gain enormously in credibility and clout if the elections go the 

way they had planned. This will add heft to policy decision that will follow. 

 

  



5.  Subramanian is new economic adviser   

 

17 Oct 2014 Hindustan Times (Delhi)  

Shishir Gupta & Gaurav Choudhury letters@hindustantimes.com Arvind 

Subramanian 

 

NEW DELHI: The government Thursday appointed eminent economist Arvind Subramanian as 

the new chief economic adviser (CEA) as a new team looks set to take charge at North Block ahead 

of next year’s crucial budget.  

Subramanian, Senior Fellow at the Peterson Institute for International Economics, will work 

alongside Rajasthan chief secretary Rajiv Mehrishi, who replaces present finance secretary Arvind 

Mayaram.  

Both are tasked with advising the government on policies to engineer a quick turnaround in Asia’s 

third largest economy that is showing signs of clawing out of its deepest slump in a quarter of a 

century.  

HT first reported on August 11 that Subramanian was likely to be made CEA. Named one of the 

world’s top 100 global thinkers in 2011 by Foreign Policy magazine, he was among two candidates 

shortlisted to take over as India’s top economist. Sources said his appointment came after weeks 

of consultations within the government and also keeping in mind signs of opposition from some 

quarters within the ruling party’s ideological support base  

Subramanian is ranked among the top 1% of the world’s academic econo-mists in terms of citation 

of research, according to the widely used REPEC rankings. He obtained his undergraduate degree 

from Delhi’s St Stephens College, his MBA from IIM-Ahmedabad, and his MPhil and DPhil from 

the University of Oxford, UK.  

Likewise, sources said, Mehrishi’s appointment came after extensive discussions with Rajasthan 

chief minister Vasundhara Raje, who was keen to retain him as her chief secretary. Mehrishi was 

leading the state’s recent dramatic push towards free market refor ms, including initiatives to ease 

rules in labour market characterised by rigid laws.  

Sources said finance minister Arun Jaitley held meetings with Raje and Mehrishi before the 

government decided on the crucial appointment to replace Mayaram, with whom “the FM shared 

a comfortable equation”.  

Sources indicated these appointments could be a precursor to further changes in the finance 

ministry in the coming months.  



6. Race for cabinet secy post gathers pace  

 

17 Oct 2014 Hindustan Times (Delhi)  

HT Correspondent letters@hindustantimes.com 

 

NEW DELHI: The Modi government’s major secretary-level reshuffle has narrowed the race for the next 

cabinet secretary when Ajit Seth’s extended term ends on 12 November.  

Water resources secretary Alok Rawat’s transfer as the administrative reforms secretary signals that the 

Himachal Pradesh cadre officer may no longer be a key contender for the post.  

The 1977-batch Rawat’s name will still figure in the shortlist to be formally drawn over the next week 

or so. Others who will make it to this list include his batchmates, power secretary PK Sinha, corporate 

affairs secretary Naved Masood and micro, small & medium enterprises secretary Madhav Lal. Sinha is 

believed to be a favourite.  

Since the cabinet secretary’s post is a promotion, the government cannot give seniority a go-by and has 

to consider all officers of the requisite seniority, a government source said, explaining that the Prime 

Minister’s Office will have the right to select any of the shortlisted officers.  

Sources suggested that the seniority principle could be tinkered with by including some more officers in 

the shortlist.  

 

When the previous Manmohan Singh government was not comfortable appointing any of the senior-

most officers, it started the practice of giving the incumbent cabinet secretary an extension. This is one 

reason why the UPA government only had three cabinet secretaries during its decade in power: BK 

Chaturvedi, KM Chandrasekhar and Ajit Seth.  
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